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Introduction
In rodents, the mystacial vibrissae are components of a highly sensitive sensorimotor system that represents an important source of information about objects in the animal's immediate environment (Vincent 1912; Welker 1964) . Behavioral studies have demonstrated that rats can use their vibrissae to detect and differentiate textures, forms, and vibrations (Huston and Masterton 1986; Guic-Robles et al. 1989; Simons 1990, 1995; Brecht et al. 1997; Arabzadeh et al. 2004 ). During object exploration and texture discrimination, animals adjust whisking kinematics based on the tactile task (Carvell and Simons 1995; Harvey et al. 2001) . Similarly, human subjects modify their hand and finger movements when discriminating objects of different shape, texture, and size (Lederman and Klatzky 1987) . In rats, as in primates, threshold-level behavioral performance can be related to mechanoreceptive properties of primary afferent neurons, indicating a high degree of reliability and preservation of tactile information throughout the posterior column/medial lemniscus system and its trigeminal homolog (Mountcastle et al. 1972; LaMotte and Mountcastle 1975; Stuttgen et al. 2006) .
Central somatosensory stations that process afferent information from the whiskers are characterized by anatomically well-defined structures, for example, cortical barrels which act as highly useful landmarks for studies of circuit function, neural coding, development, and plasticity (Woolsey and Van der Loos 1970; Van der Loos 1976; Ma 1991) . Increasingly, mouse models are being employed for studying mammalian sensorimotor systems, including the whisker system (Berger et al. 2007; Ferezou et al. 2007 ). Additionally, comprehensive knowledge of the mouse genome has led to the generation of transgenic animals which are providing interesting insights into mammalian cortical function (Huber et al. 2008) . However, differences exist between mice and rats and other rodent species (Krubitzer et al. 1986; Catania and Kaas 1995) in terms of the size and internal organization of whisker-related barrels (Welker and Woolsey 1974; Land and Erickson 2005) and in perhaps in other components of the system, such as the brainstem and thalamus. It is not clear, then, how findings in one species can be readily used to interpret related findings obtained in the other. Moreover, identifying similarities and differences in closely related systems may enable identification of key commonalities in neural organization as well as provide insights into subtle but important differences in local circuitry.
Here, we examine functional properties of trigeminal ganglion cells, the source of peripheral input to the whisker-barrel system. Vibrissal afferent neurons have been studied extensively in a variety of species (Zucker and Welker 1969; Dykes 1975; Lichtenstein et al. 1990; Swadlow and Gusev 2000; Jones et al. 2004a ). Compared to investigations of rats, there are relatively few in vivo neurophysiological studies of the mouse vibrissa system and no basis for comparing the functional properties of the primary afferent neurons in the two species. Anatomically, the basic structure and innervation pattern of the follicle-sinus complex in mice and rats are nearly identical (Rice et al. 1986) . Each whisker follicle is innervated by discrete bundles of large diameter, myelinated axons, and the follicle is populated in both species by similar types of mechanoreceptive endings located in similar positions within the sinus-hair complex. Reflecting the complex neural and mechanical properties of the sensory apparatus, primary afferent whisker-sensitive neurons in rats, cats, and seals are capable of encoding whisker deflection amplitude (position), velocity, duration, and direction in a highly reliable fashion (Dykes 1975; Jones et al. 2004a; Stuttgen et al. 2006) .
Given the similarities between the anatomical structure of rat and mouse vibrissal follicles, we examined the extent to which functional properties of trigeminal ganglion cells are also similar. We employed single cell recordings, controlled whisker stimuli and data analyses highly similar to those used previously in studies of rat whisker-sensitive trigeminal ganglion cells (Lichtenstein et al. 1990; Shoykhet et al. 2000) . We find that response properties of mouse primary afferent neurons are largely similar to those of the rat. There are however, subtle quantitative differences that may reflect mechanical properties of the whisker and facial tissues.
Methods

Surgical procedures
Fourteen adult C57 male mice weighing 20-25 g were used in this study. Under isoflurane anesthesia (1.5%), a venous catheter was inserted in the external jugular vein for subsequent administration of pentobarbital sodium, and a tracheotomy was performed in order to maintain a clear airway. Isoflurane was then discontinued, and for the remainder of the experiment mice were anesthetized with intravenously administered Nembutal. Depth of anesthesia was maintained by small injections at a level that abolished tail-pinch reflexes. Nembutal anesthesia was used in order to compare findings with previous studies in rats using similar recording and whisker stimuli (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ).
Recordings were obtained from the left trigeminal ganglion. The dorsal surface of the skull overlying the ganglion was exposed, and a craniotomy was centered 1-2 mm caudal to bregma and 1-2 mm lateral to the midline. The trigeminal ganglion is located at the base of the skull approximately 5.7 mm below the cortical surface. A steel post was fixed to the skull with dental acrylic for holding the animal's head without pressure points and for allowing unrestricted access to the left face. Throughout the experiment saline was applied to the craniotomy in order to prevent drying of the brain surface. Following the surgical procedures, the mice were moved to a vibration isolation table, and body temperature was maintained at 37 C with a servocontrolled heating blanket.
Unit recordings
Extracellular unit recordings were obtained with tungsten microelectrodes (2-5 M at 1000 Hz; Frederick Haer). Electrodes were advanced perpendicular to the cortical surface using a hydraulic microdrive. Whiskers on the ipsilateral face were manually deflected during electrode advancement in order to detect units with low or no spontaneous activity. Especially in the case of slowly adapting cells, assessment of true spontaneous firing is made difficult by mechanical hysteresis of mystacial pad tissue, such that a whisker often fails to return to a neutral position even after manual stimulation (see Minnery and Simons 2003) . Oftentimes, ''spontaneous'' firing can be eliminated by deflecting the whisker again so that it returns to a different ''neutral'' position, indicating that the ''spontaneous'' firing was not due to an injury discharge.
Waveforms from well-isolated and stable units were parsed from the analog record using an analogto-digital converter at a sampling rate of 32 kHz and saved to disk (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Isolated units were sorted off-line using custom written software on a National Instruments LabView platform. The software allowed for visualization of selected unit waveforms during the sorting procedure. Single units were identified using 2 Ernest E. Kwegyir-Afful et al.
analyses based on the first two principal components of the spike waveform and on interspike interval criterion.
Whisker stimulation
Individual trigeminal ganglion neurons responded to deflections of single vibrissae only. This was identified at the outset using hand-held probes to deflect individual whiskers. The relevant whisker was then attached to a computer-controlled piezoelectric stimulator that deflects the whisker in different directions (Simons and Land 1985) . We positioned the stimulator on the whisker so that the ''spontaneous'' firing of the cell was unchanged. Similar to stimuli used previously (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ), ramp-and-hold deflections having onset and offset velocities of 125 mm/s and intervening plateau durations of 200 ms, were applied with an interstimulus interval of 1.5 s. Individual whiskers were deflected in eight directions (in 45 increments relative to the horizontal alignment of the whisker row). The eight direction stimuli were delivered in pseudo-random fashion, and ten such blocks were used for a total of 80 stimuli using a deflection amplitude of 1.0 mm. The stimulator was attached to the whisker 10 mm from the skin surface.
The velocity and the amplitude sensitivities of neurons were assessed by deflecting the whisker using 1.0 and 0.5 mm ramp-and-hold stimuli having average onset (and offset) velocities of 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 mm/s. The average onset velocity was measured over the entire movement phase of the deflection ramp. To reduce mechanical ringing, the trapezoid ramp-and-hold waveforms were smoothed with a Bessel filter. The motion of the stimulator was calibrated with a photodiode device. For these stimuli, deflections were delivered in each cell's preferred direction determined first using the multiangle stimuli described above. The ten stimuli (five velocities at 1.0 mm and five velocities at 0.5 mm) were delivered pseudo-randomly with an interstimulus interval of 1.5 s with ten repetitions for each amplitude-velocity combination.
Data analysis
Spike times were accumulated into peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) having 0.1 or 1.0 ms bins. The short-duration bins were used for assessing amplitude and velocity sensitivities at the sub-millisecond scale; unless otherwise specified, all other analyses were based on spike times re-sampled to 1.0 ms. Firing rates were quantified by taking spike counts within selected time intervals corresponding to prestimulus (spontaneous) activity and responses to deflection onset (ON response), plateau, and offset (OFF response); time epochs for the various analyses are described in ''Results''. Statistical analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel and Analyze-it, an Excel add-on, and in SPSS (Chicago). Betweengroup statistical comparisons were assessed with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. Withingroup (individual neuron) comparisons were assessed with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures. We used paired t-tests to compare data for the two amplitude (1.0 and 0.5 mm) deflections. Categorized data were analyzed using a Chi-square test. For assessing two-factor interaction between amplitude and velocity, we used an ANOVA with repeated measures (SPSS).
Significant stimulus-evoked responses were defined as PSTH bins whose response magnitudes significantly exceeded pre-stimulus activity levels, computed from a 100 ms period preceding each stimulus. Hereafter, the terms pre-stimulus and spontaneous are used interchangeably with the caveat that measuring the true spontaneous activity of cells, especially in the case of slowly adapting units, can be problematic. The spontaneous spike activity of the cell was considered to be a Poisson process, and response onset latency was identified as the time of occurrence of the first post-stimulus bin displaying a significant response relative to preceding activity (95% confidence interval). Cells were classified as either slowly adapting or rapidly adapting following criteria described in Simons and Carvell (1989) . Briefly, cells were considered slowly adapting if they had firing rates during the middle 100 ms stimulus plateau phase that were statistically greater than spontaneous firing rates (p50.05, one-tailed). All other cells by default were classified as rapidly adapting.
The angular tuning properties of the cells were characterized by constructing polar plots from responses to stimulus onsets in the eight different stimulus directions. We quantified tuning using two methods. In the first, a tuning index was calculated as the ratio of the spike count at the maximally effective angle to the spike count averaged over all eight directions. A cell that responds similarly in all directions will have a tuning index of 1.0, whereas if the neuron responded only to deflection in one direction, the index will equal 8.0. A second method quantified the shape of the polar plots using a vector analysis. Response magnitude for each angle was converted to a vector of polar coordinates where
Vectors from the eight angles were then summed and the magnitude of the vector computed as:
Response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons 3 can vary over 360 deg, reflects the preferred direction of movement. When polar plots are first normalized to the spike count at the maximally effective angle, which is assigned a value of 1.0, the vector magnitude reflects the degree of tuning (see Khatri and Simons 2007) , such that large values indicate better tuning (see examples in Figure 1 ).
Results
We studied 208 well-isolated single units from 14 C57 male mice. Ninety-eight cells (47%) were classified as rapidly adapting (RA) and 110 (53%) as slowly adapting (SA). The proportion of RA units is underestimated in our studied sample, because high velocity threshold neurons ($10% of all cells) could not be examined using our stimulators. High velocity deflections, achieved only with hand-held probes, evoked a brief transient response in these neurons. Figures 1A and B show PSTHs from representative RA and SA units, respectively. Both cells fired to deflection onset and offset in a directionally dependent fashion; the slowly adapting cell additionally fired during the stimulus plateau. Figure 1 also illustrates the general finding that SA units respond more robustly to stimulus onset than 4 Ernest E. Kwegyir-Afful et al.
RA units (see below)
. In addition, for SA units the preferred direction (or maximally effective deflection angle) was similar for responses to stimulus onset and sustained deflection; OFF responses were typically maximal in the opposite direction (see below). Figures 2A and B are population PSTHs constructed from the 98 RA units and 110 SA units. Qualitatively, response characteristics are highly similar to those previously described for the rat (see Figures 1 and 2 in Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ).
Most trigeminal ganglion cells lacked spontaneous activity ( Figure 2C ). Of the 98 rapidly adapting neurons, 17 (17.3%) had spontaneous activity, whereas 60 (54.5%) of the 110 slowly adapting neurons fired spontaneously. Overall, the average spontaneous firing rate for spontaneously active RA and SA neurons was 2.73 AE 7.74 Hz. The mean firing rate of spontaneously active SA neurons was greater than that of RA neurons (Mann-Whitney U; p ¼ 0.01: 3.38 AE 8.67 Hz vs 0.41 AE 0.52 Hz, respectively); the higher pre-stimulus firing of SA units may reflect, in part, mechanical hysteresis of the whisker follicle (see ''Discussion''). Especially for cells having no spontaneous activity, even low levels of firing evoked during the stimulus plateau could lead to a cell being classified as slowly adapting. Figure 2D plots the plateau firing rates of the 110 cells classified as SA as a function of their spontaneous activities. Mean plateau firing was 98.43 AE 82.90 Hz and 88% fired at410 Hz. Thus, as a population, SA units fired robustly during sustained whisker deflections.
Response magnitudes
All neurons fired at short latency to whisker movement. Response latency to stimulus onset (initial movement of the whisker from its neutral or resting position) was defined as the time of occurrence of the first post-stimulus 1 ms bin displaying a statistically significant response (see ''Methods''); latency was computed for the response in the maximally effective deflection angle. Mean RA latency, 2.97 AE 1.58 ms, is comparable to that of SA units (3.33 AE 1.97 ms; two-tailed test, Mann-Whitney U; p ¼ 0.16). These values are smaller than those in the rat (see below), likely reflecting the smaller face and hence the shorter conduction distance. Response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons 5 ON and OFF responses to whisker movement were quantified by spike counts during the 20 ms period following the beginning of the response to stimulus onsets and offsets, respectively. Examination of population PSTHs indicated that this 20 ms epoch captures the transient response to whisker movement. Spike counts were calculated as an average over all eight deflection angles and also for the angle evoking the strongest response. Figure 3 shows data for stimulus onsets and offsets. RA neurons fire less robustly to stimulus onsets than SA neurons (Mann-Whitney U; p50.0001); similarly in rats, SA responses are more robust than RA responses (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ). On average, best-angle whisker deflection evoked 2.36 AE 1.48 spikes/stimulus in RA neurons and 5.15 AE 2.70 spikes/stimulus in SA neurons. The average whisker-evoked firing rate over all eight angles was 1.21 AE 0.93 spikes/stimulus for rapidly adapting neurons and 2.05 AE 1.22 spikes/stimulus for slowly adapting neurons. The larger values for SA units reflect their more sustained firing and longer duration ON responses; spike counts computed during the first 2 ms of the response are similar for SA and RA neurons (0.98 AE 0.53 vs 1.03 AE 0.59 spikes/ stimulus, respectively; Mann-Whitney U; p ¼ 0.85). Proportional differences between best-angle and allangle mean firing rates were somewhat greater in the case of SA units, indicating that they are more tuned for deflection angle (see below). OFF responses of RA and SA units were similar ( Figure 3B ).
Angular tuning
A prominent feature of vibrissa-sensitive neurons in both the peripheral and central nervous systems is directional, or angular, tuning. Figure 4A shows population polar plots for ON responses of RA and SA neurons. To construct these, the spike count at each direction was normalized to the spike count at the maximally effective angle. Individual polar plots were rotated to the same deflection angle (arbitrarily chosen as 270 deg or downward), and then averaged across units. As a population, neurons fired on average approximately fivefold more spikes at the preferred angle than at the opposite one. Proportional differences are greater in the case of SA units ( Figure 4A ). Figure 4B shows the average vector angle and magnitude computed from polar plots obtained from all RA and SA units. Consistent with the rotated, average polar plots of panel A, SA units are more selective, as indicated by the longer vector (Mann-Whitney U; p50.0001). Also, SAs, as a population, had a slightly more ventral orientation than RAs.
We also quantified the tuning of individual neurons as the ratio of the maximal angle response to the response averaged over all eight directions. On average, maximal angle responses are 2.5-fold larger than responses averaged over all eight angles (mean ¼ 2.53 AE 0.78); as in the rat (see ''Discussion'') SA units are slightly more tuned than RA units (2.67 AE 0.62 vs 2.37 AE 0.90, respectively; Mann-Whitney U: p50.0001; Figure 4C ).
Many vibrissa-sensitive cells are directionally consistent in that they fire to whisker movement in a particular direction regardless of the starting point of the deflection (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ). This is illustrated by the unit in Figure 1B . For example, the SA unit responds to stimulus onsets (and sustained deflections) in caudal (0 deg) directions and to stimulus offsets following an initial rostral deflection. In the latter case, the movement of the whisker is caudal. By contrast, the RA unit ( Figure 1A) , which was also well-tuned, responded at all deflection angles, albeit more vigorously at 90 deg. For a 6 Ernest E. Kwegyir-Afful et al.
directionally consistent cell such as the one depicted in Figure 1B , the correlation coefficient (r) between the ON and OFF responses at the eight different directions approaches À1.0. After Simons and Carvell (1989) we quantified directional consistency using an index that compares ON and OFF response magnitudes at each deflection angle:
More directionally consistent cells will have more positive indices. Figure 4D shows the distribution of directional consistency indices for slowly adapting and rapidly adapting neurons. The mean directional consistency index for RA units was 0.04 AE 0.64 whereas that for SA units was 0.20 AE 0.28 (p ¼ 0.02). Similarly in rats, SA units are more directionally consistent (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ).
Velocity and amplitude sensitivity
Previous studies have shown that, as a population, barrel cortex neurons are strongly sensitive to whisker deflection velocity, a feature that appears to reflect the timing and number of spikes evoked in trigeminal ganglion cells (see ''Discussion''). For 44 trigeminal ganglion neurons (21 RA and 23 SA neurons), we examined responses to whisker deflections at five different velocities (10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 mm/s) and two amplitudes (1.0 and 0.5 mm). For each velocity, we defined the onset latency of the population PSTH as the first 0.1 ms bin that was statistically larger than expected on the basis of the spontaneous firing rate. We then computed response magnitude (in spikes/stimulus) over five time windows (1.2, 2.0, 5.0, 8.0, and 25.0 ms) from this onset time. These time epochs, chosen to match those used previously in the rat (Shoykhet et al. 2000) , are skewed towards the early part of the response where firing rates change rapidly. Figure 5 shows population PSTHs constructed from responses of 23 SA and 21 RA neurons to two whisker deflection amplitudes and velocities; the lower velocity stimulus (10 mm/s) is close to threshold for RA units whereas the higher velocity stimulus (100 mm/s) is supra-threshold for all units in our sample. The sensitivity of slowly adapting neurons to Response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons 7 deflection velocity is reflected in the rise time of the population PSTHs. At low velocities (10 mm/s) the SA PSTH ( Figure 5A ) displays a slow rise time, whereas at higher velocities (100 mm/s) the PSTH has a fast rise time. The smaller height of the PSTH for 0.5 mm deflections at both velocities reflects the amplitude sensitivity of SA neurons. Further, close examination of the 10 mm/s PSTHs shows that for 1.0 mm deflections, the time to peak is longer than that of responses to 0.5 mm deflections. This is due to the longer time it takes to reach maximum deflection for the 1.0 mm deflection. Figure 5B illustrates the amplitude and velocity sensitivity of RA neurons. At low velocities (10 mm/s), RA neurons barely respond to whisker deflection (inset is a 12-fold magnification of the PSTH). At higher velocities (100 mm/s), RA neurons fire robustly to whisker deflection; these responses also vary with deflection amplitude. As evident in the inset PSTHs, smaller amplitude deflections elicit shorter duration responses. Figure 6A shows the relationship between firing rate and deflection velocity in the five different time windows. For the RA population ( Figure 6A) , firing rates within all time windows examined showed a strong correlation with changes in deflection velocity (one-way ANOVA with repeated measures; p50.0001). The relationship between firing rates and deflection velocity was non-linear. The earliest firing, for instance, spikes occurring within the 1.2 and 2.0 ms windows, was most strongly correlated with velocity in that a 20-fold increase in velocity resulted in 150-fold (0.005-0.71) and $230-fold (0.005-1.10) increases in firing rates, respectively. A fourfold increase in deflection velocity (from 50 to 200 mm/s) resulted in a smaller proportional increase in firing rates (4.1-fold and 3.7-fold increases in firing rates for the 1.2 and 2.0 ms windows, respectively). Firing rates within the 5.0, 8.0, and 25.0 ms time epochs also followed such non-linear trends and were similarly correlated with increases in whisker deflection velocity.
Non-linear effects are observed for the SA units, too ( Figure 6B ). However, SA units are less sensitive to deflection velocity than RA units. In the 1.2 and 2.0 ms window epochs, the 20-fold increase in deflection velocity (10-200 mm/s) resulted in 6.7-fold and 10.6-fold increases in firing rates, respectively. The fourfold increase in velocity from 50 to 200 mm/s resulted in a 3.6-fold increase in firing rates for the 1.2 ms window and a 2.2-fold increase for the 2.0 ms window. Firing rates within the 5.0, 8.0, and 25.0 ms window epochs showed smaller increases in firing rates with increase in deflection velocity. Particularly for the 25 ms window, the effect of deflection velocity on firing rates asymptotes above 50 mm/s ( Figure 6B 8 Ernest E. Kwegyir-Afful et al.
repeated measures; p ¼ 0.14). This shallower slope with the longer response windows reflects the fact that SA firing becomes increasingly determined by amplitude (displacement) as the response evolves in time (see below). The analyses for velocity sensitivity were based on data obtained with 1.0 mm deflection amplitudes. In an attempt to dissociate the effect of amplitude from velocity, we also deflected the whiskers using 0.5 mm amplitude deflections at the different velocities. We assessed amplitude sensitivity at a medium velocity of 100 mm/s, thereby avoiding the non-linear effects of velocity on firing rate at the two ends of the velocity spectrum tested. Figures 6C and D show the amplitude sensitivity of RA and SA units. At the earliest time windows (1.2 and 2.0 ms), where both RA and SA units are most sensitive to whisker velocity, there is no dependence of either SA or RA firing rates on deflection amplitude (Figures 6C and D) . Amplitude effects are observed first in SA units at the 5.0 ms response window, with a 2-fold increase in deflection amplitude resulting in a 43.6% increase in firing rate (two-tailed paired t-test; p50.0001). With the 8.0 and 25.0 ms window epochs, firing rate increases were larger (57.6 and 55.5%, respectively; two-tailed paired t-test; p50.0001), again reflecting the strong amplitude sensitivity of SA units. Additionally, for slowly adapting cells, amplitude effects were readily apparent during the sustained firing rates in response to stimulus plateau. The mean plateau response for 1.0 mm amplitude deflections was 126.0% greater than the mean plateau response to 0.5 mm amplitude deflection (152.2 AE 108.9 Hz vs 67.3 AE 70.6 Hz, respectively; two-tailed paired t-test; p50.0001).
Similar to SA neurons, the first indication of amplitude-dependent firing in RA units is observed in the 5.0 ms window. However, a 2-fold increase in deflection amplitude produced only a 25% increase in firing (two-tailed paired t-test; p ¼ 0.02). The 8.0 and 25.0 ms window epochs also showed greater increases in firing rates (38.4 and 36.8%, respectively, two-tailed paired t-test; p50.006 and 0.005). The proportional increases in RA firing were smaller than those observed from comparable response windows in SA units. Indeed, the shapes of the stimulus-response functions are nearly the converse in RA and SA units (compare Figures 6C and D) .
For both SA and RA neurons, we considered the possibility of an interaction between the effect of deflection amplitude and velocity on evoked firing rates. Such an interaction may obscure the effect of Response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons 9 velocity especially in larger integration time windows (for example, the 8.0 and 25.0 ms windows). This is because with larger integration windows, the full effect of the total displacement of the whisker becomes evident in the firing rates. For the 0.5 mm amplitude deflections, as with the 1.0 mm stimulus, both RA and SA units exhibited velocity modulated firing rates within all time windows, with the greatest effects occurring during the earlier time windows when the whisker is first displaced from rest (i.e., high acceleration). Similar to 1.0 mm deflections, RA units were more sensitive to deflection velocity than SA units. To assess the possible interaction between velocity and amplitude, we analyzed the data within the time windows where response magnitude is sensitive to deflection amplitude. For RA neurons there was a trend-level interaction between velocity and amplitude in the 8.0 ms epoch window (ANOVA, p ¼ 0.05). For the 5.0 and 25.0 ms windows there was no significant interaction between velocity and amplitude (p ¼ 0.10 and 0.20, respectively). Note that for the 8.0 ms window, the time epoch having the strongest interaction, the ON-ramp of the 0.5 mm movement has ended (the whisker is fully deflected) while that of the 1.0 mm movement continues. For SA units, on the other hand, significant interactions between deflection amplitude and velocity were observed for all time window (5.0, 8.0, and 25.0 ms) epochs tested (GLM with repeated measures; p50.0001).
Discussion
In this study we describe the response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons. We find that mouse primary afferent neurons respond with short latency and are highly time-locked to the transient phase of the stimulus. The response properties of mouse primary afferents are largely similar to those previously described for rats, cats, and seals (Zucker and Welker 1969; Dykes 1975; Lichtenstein et al. 1990; Shoykhet et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2004b) . Similarities include substantial proportions of slowly adapting type responses, low spontaneous activity, and sensitivity of evoked firing rates to whisker deflection velocity and/or amplitude. Also, both RA and SA neurons display strong preferences for the direction of whisker deflection. Taken together, findings across species are consistent with the view that mystacial vibrissae provide highly reliable and detailed information about the tactile environment around the animal's face. We found in mice that the proportions of slowly adapting and rapidly adapting neurons are equivalent. Percentages of slowly adapting cells differ, often substantially, in different studies even in the same species (see Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ). In rats the proportion of SA units has been reported to be as low as 25% and as high as 75% (Zucker and Welker 1969; Lichtenstein et al. 1990; Shoykhet et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2004b; Stuttgen et al. 2006 ). Reported differences likely reflect methodological and sampling factors and the criterion used to distinguish rapidly adapting from slowly adapting responses. In this regard, our data probably underestimate the proportion of rapidly adapting neurons, because our stimulators do not produce high amplitude/velocity movements necessary to activate higher threshold neurons.
Most trigeminal ganglion neurons in the mouse have no spontaneous activity and of those that do, the spontaneous activity is very low. Similar to cats, seals (Dykes 1975) , and rats (Zucker and Welker 1969; Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ), the spontaneous activities of SA neurons in mice are higher than that of RA neurons. Also, spontaneous activities of SA neurons in the mouse are larger than those reported in a similar study in the rat (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ). Observed spontaneous activity, particularly of SA units, may in part reflect failure of the whisker hair to return to a neutral position following a displacement with hand-held probes (see Minnery and Simons 2003) . When the whisker is firmly attached to a stimulator, as was the case here, the hysteresis may reflect failure of the follicle to return to its neutral position within the supporting skin and muscle (Minnery and Simons 2003; Fraser et al. 2006) . Such mechanical hysteresis effects may be more pronounced in mice relative to rats because the mystacial tissue may be more pliable (see below).
We also find that the response latency of both SA and RA units is much shorter in the mouse compared to the rat. This short latency can be attributed to the shorter distance between the whisker follicle and the trigeminal ganglion in the mouse. In addition, ON response durations of RA neurons are shorter in the mouse (see Figure 2 inset ). This difference may reflect the viscoelastic properties of the face in the two species (see below).
Angular tuning
Angular tuning is thought to be due to a nonuniform circumferential distribution within the sinus hair follicle of mechanoreceptor endings associated with individual primary afferent axons (Gottschaldt et al. 1973; Gottschaldt and Vahle-Hinz 1981) . For a given unit, the specific location(s) of the mechanoreceptor(s) from which they derive their input determines its preferred deflection angle. Slowly adapting neurons are more angularly tuned and more directionally consistent than rapidly adapting neurons (see Figure 4) . This property is similar to that observed in rats (Lichtenstein et al. 1990 ).
Using the same whisker stimuli and analyses as in Lichtenstein et al. (1990) , we found that mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons are slightly more tuned than their counterparts in the rat. We attribute this to differences in the viscoelastic properties of the mouse face (see below) rather than differences in patterns of follicle innervation by single fibers.
Amplitude and velocity sensitivities
Responses of trigeminal ganglion cells are robust and velocity-dependent, at least over the range of 10-200 mm/s. Data, including those from 44 other neurons examined during pilot experiments, indicate that response magnitudes are nearly asymptotic at 200 mm/s, corresponding to a velocity of 1150 deg/s. The highest peak velocity (the fastest portion of the filtered ramp) is 330 mm/s (1900 deg/s). The sensitivity of RA neurons appears to extend to higher velocities in rats (Shoykhet et al. 2000; Stuttgen et al. 2006) . Even in mice, however, a saturating limit of nearly 2000 deg/s is within the range of the majority of rapid grip-slip movements observed in rats palpating textured surfaces (Ritt et al. 2008) .
The most prominent effect of velocity on firing rates was evident in the first few milliseconds of the response for both RA and SA units. As the response evolves over time, the effect of velocity on response magnitude diminishes, especially for SA units. At the time epochs wherein the effect of velocity is evident, stimulus-response relationships are non-linear. This is especially the case for RA units, many of which have velocity thresholds (see Stuttgen et al. 2006 ). Though we did not assess velocity thresholds, we found a substantial increase in firing rates when deflection velocity increased from 10 to 50 mm/s. The velocity sensitivity of slowly adapting neurons is also non-linear, though the slope of the stimulusresponse function is shallower than that of RA units. This is because SA units, which derive their inputs from pressure-sensitive Merkel cell endings (Gottschaldt and Vahle-Hinz 1981) , are more sensitive to static whisker position than movement per se and because SA units are less likely to have velocity thresholds (see Stuttgen et al. 2006 ). In the rat trigeminal ganglion, angular tuning also exhibits a non-linear relationship with deflection velocity (Lee and Simons 2004) .
We also examined amplitude sensitivity of RA and SA neurons over the time-course of their responses. The earliest response windows, which displayed the most prominent relationship with velocity, show no effect of amplitude on firing rates. This is because our stimuli were delivered from the resting position of the whisker so that in the earliest time windows, movement velocity (acceleration) is high even though the displacement is small. Integration over longer time windows takes into account the response of the cell to the total displacement of the whisker. Our data indicate that SA units are more sensitive to deflection amplitude than RA units. On the other hand, Jones et al. (2004a) , using white noise stimuli, report that RA and SA units in rats are equivalent with respect to their ability to extract instantaneous position information from a rapidly and continually varying, complex stimulus. We find that amplitude sensitivity, observed most strongly in SA units, is only evident with relatively long-lasting deflections and long analysis windows.
Mechanical properties of the face/whisker
Detailed anatomical studies indicate that whisker follicles of mice and rats are similar with respect to their structure, their neural innervation, and the types of mechanoreceptors located within them (Rice et al. 1986 ). Mouse whiskers are thinner than those in rats, and the stiffness of the hair is known to affect its mechanical properties (Hartmann et al. 2003; Neimark et al. 2003) . We found that RA units in mice are amplitude sensitive, a finding at variance with two studies in rats that also used ramp-and-hold stimuli and reported that RA firing is unrelated to deflection amplitude (Shoykhet et al. 2000; Stuttgen et al. 2006 ). In our study and in that of Shoykhet et al. (2000) , both RAs and SAs were equivalently velocity sensitive during the first 1-2 ms of the response, suggesting that initial changes in force were being transmitted similarly in the two species. For a similar point of stimulator attachment, mouse whiskers may be more likely than rat whiskers to bend during a large deflection. The bending could enhance the bowing of the whisker within the follicle (see Gottschaldt et al. 1973) , adding an additional force component to the stimulus that would be evident in firing rates using large amplitude deflections and long integration windows.
Qualitative observation suggests that the mouse mystacial pad is considerably more pliable than that of the rat, perhaps because of less muscle mass in the smaller mystacial pad. Fraser et al. (2006) have provided indirect evidence that muscle tone affects responses of trigeminal ganglion cells to transient, periodic whisker deflections by determining the extent to which the whisker follicle tracks the motion of the deflected whisker. Concurrent movement of the follicle in the same direction as the whisker will result in less relative displacement of the whisker hair, less receptor deformation in the whisker follicle, and hence a smaller neural response. Due to inertia, the initiation of whisker follicle movement may lag that of the whisker tip, so that later in the stimulus the relative velocity would be reduced. This could explain the lower velocity sensitivity of mouse Response properties of mouse trigeminal ganglion neurons 11 RA and SA units, relative to those in the rat, when the full-duration response is examined. In the earliest time windows, the responses of SA and RA units in mice and rats are comparable, but with longer time windows responses are less robust in the mouse and the slopes of the stimulus-response functions are shallower (compare the present Figure 6 with Figure 2 in Shoykhet et al. 2000) . Rapid, early onset rotation of the follicle in the direction of an applied whisker stimulus would truncate the neural response by reducing some of the force transmitted onto mechanoreceptor endings near the base of the hair. This may explain why RA responses in mice are shorter in duration than those in the rat. Such effects would be less pronounced, and possibly undetectable in SA neurons, because they are more sensitive to displacement than to movement per se. SA mechanoreceptors are sensitive to sustained pressure, and thus SA neurons will continue to fire, and do so at increasingly high rates, as the whisker attains a progressively more displaced position during the ramp stimulus. Less effective transmission of force to the follicle could also yield somewhat more angularly tuned responses in mice due to spike threshold non-linearities.
The whisker sensorium, including the hair, follicle, and surrounding tissue, is moved by a complex system of muscles (Hill et al. 2008 ) and sustained by a blood supply that may affect the transmission of force with the whisker/sinus hair follicle. Response properties of trigeminal neurons could vary subtly with behavioral conditions, as it is unlikely that during arousal and active touch the mechanical properties of the peripheral system remain static (Szwed et al. 2003) . The present study in mice, like other quantitative studies of primary afferent neurons innervating whiskers, was conducted in anesthetized animals. Available evidence from these and other related investigations of whisker mechanics (Hartmann et al. 2003; Neimark et al. 2003) indicates that, as a population, trigeminal ganglion neurons are capable of providing highly detailed and accurate information about even minute perturbations of the whiskers in whatever physiological context they might occur.
